Hot Selling GPS Tracker

From: GUANGZHOU TOPTEN ELECTRONICS FACTORY
Website: www.10.cn; www.gpscaralarm.com

AGD: No.7, Bldg.1, No.11, Tangdong Guangtang West Rd.,
Tianhe District, Guangzhou, China.(Post Code:510665.)

Phone: 86 20 38351400/20 38351401, Mobile: 86 185 3134 1040
Email: sales@10.cn

Contact: Erin Liu
Skype/Yahoo ID: gpscaralarm09

To: Mr. JOOMUN Noorani

Model | Picture | Main Features | Packing List | Remark
---|---|---|---|---
Model: M708
GPS Vehicle/Motorcycle Tracker (MTK Design)
| | | | |
1. Track as command or by time interval.
2. Anti-theft by SMS or phone call.
3. Check the car’s real physical address (such as city name, street name,).
4. Track by SMS to get the latitude, longitude, speed, direction & odometer etc;
5. Check the location directly by the Google-map’s URL;
6. Online website tracking by GPS data network;
7. 12V Relay for powering on/off;
8. Over-speed alert, Geo-fence alert;
9. Motion sensor which can be used as an alarm.
11. Cut off engine to stop the car safely by SMS/GPRS;
12. Built-in motion sensor for power saving & triggering alarm
13. Built in rechargeable battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
14. Friendly SMS operation commands & SMS contents in different languages (English, Chinese, Arabic, Portuguese, Spanish).
15. Support SOS button(optional);
16. Support analog input for fuel monitoring
17. I/O: 3 inputs and 1 output
18. It can upgrade the normal car alarm with remote alarm function.
19. Compact size with water-proof design
20. Voltage range: 9V-60VDC, suitable for motorcycle & car.

Model: CT008
GPS Vehicle/Motorcycle Tracker (Industrial Design)
| | | | |
1. Track as command or by time interval.
2. Anti-theft by SMS or phone call.
3. Check the car’s real physical address (such as city name, street name,).
4. Track by SMS to get the latitude, longitude, speed, direction & odometer etc;
5. Check the location directly by the Google-map’s URL;
6. Online website tracking by GPS data network;
7. 12V Relay for powering on/off;
8. Over-speed alert, Geo-fence alert;
9. Motion sensor which can be used as an alarm.
11. Cut off engine to stop the car safely by SMS/GPRS;
12. Built-in motion sensor for power saving & triggering alarm
13. Built in rechargeable battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
14. Friendly SMS operation commands & SMS contents in different languages (English, Chinese, Arabic, Portuguese, Spanish).
15. Support SOS button(optional);
16. Support analog input for fuel monitoring
17. I/O: 4 inputs and 1 output
18. It can upgrade the normal car alarm with remote alarm function.
19. Compact size with water-proof design
20. Voltage range: 9V-60VDC, suitable for motorcycle & car.

Model: TK108
GPS Vehicle/Truck Tracker (Industrial Design)
| | | | |
1. Track as command or by time interval.
2. Anti-theft by SMS or phone call.
3. Check the car’s real physical address (such as city name, street name,).
4. Track by SMS to get the latitude, longitude, speed, direction & odometer etc;
5. Check the location directly by the Google-map’s URL;
6. Online website tracking by GPS data network;
7. 12V Relay for powering on/off;
8. Over-speed alert, Geo-fence alert;
9. Motion sensor which can be used as an alarm.
11. Cut off engine to stop the car safely by SMS/GPRS;
12. Built-in motion sensor for power saving & triggering alarm
13. Built in rechargeable battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
14. Friendly SMS operation commands & SMS contents in different languages (English, Chinese, Arabic, Portuguese, Spanish).
15. Support SOS button(optional);
16. Support analog input for fuel monitoring
17. I/O: 4 inputs and 1 output
18. It can upgrade the normal car alarm with remote alarm function.
19. Compact size with water-proof design
20. Voltage range: 9V-60VDC, suitable for motorcycle & car.

Model: TK108A
GPS Car Alarm with GPRS in connection & CAN-BUS
| | | | |
2. Anti-theft by SMS or car’s original remote controller;
3. Lock/unlock the car door remotely by telephone;
4. Automatic car window closer when arming;
5. Check the real physical address(such as city name, street name);
6. Check the location directly by the Google-map’s URL;
7. Track by SMS or by tracking platform via internet;
8. voice monitoring function;
9. Vibration alarm, door open alarm, engine on alarm & power failure alarm;
10. SOS button to call for help in case of emergency;
11. Built-in rechargeable backup battery; when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
12. Built in rechargeable backup battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
13. Built in rechargeable backup battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
14. Built in rechargeable backup battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
15. Built in rechargeable backup battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
16. Built in rechargeable backup battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
17. Built in rechargeable backup battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
18. Built in rechargeable backup battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
19. Built in rechargeable backup battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
20. Friendly SMS operation commands & SMS contents in different languages (English, Chinese, Arabic, Portuguese, Spanish).

Model: CT008
GPS Vehicle/Truck Tracker (Industrial Design)
| | | | |
1. Track as command or by time interval.
2. Anti-theft by SMS or phone call.
3. Check the car’s real physical address (such as city name, street name,).
4. Track by SMS to get the latitude, longitude, speed, direction & odometer etc;
5. Check the location directly by the Google-map’s URL;
6. Online website tracking by GPS data network;
7. 12V Relay for powering on/off;
8. Over-speed alert, Geo-fence alert;
9. Motion sensor which can be used as an alarm.
11. Cut off engine to stop the car safely by SMS/GPRS;
12. Built-in motion sensor for power saving & triggering alarm
13. Built in rechargeable battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
14. Friendly SMS operation commands & SMS contents in different languages (English, Chinese, Arabic, Portuguese, Spanish).
15. Support SOS button(optional);
16. Support analog input for fuel monitoring
17. I/O: 4 inputs and 1 output
18. It can upgrade the normal car alarm with remote alarm function.
19. Compact size with water-proof design
20. Voltage range: 9V-60VDC, suitable for motorcycle & car.

Model: TK108
GPS Vehicle/Truck Tracker (Industrial Design)
| | | | |
2. Anti-theft by SMS or car’s original remote controller;
3. Lock/unlock the car door remotely by telephone;
4. Automatic car window closer when arming;
5. Check the real physical address(such as city name, street name);
6. Check the location directly by the Google-map’s URL;
7. Track by SMS or by tracking platform via internet;
8. voice monitoring function;
9. Vibration alarm, door open alarm, engine on alarm & power failure alarm;
10. SOS button to call for help in case of emergency;
11. Built-in rechargeable backup battery; when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
12. Built in rechargeable backup battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
13. Built in rechargeable backup battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
14. Built in rechargeable backup battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
15. Built in rechargeable backup battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
16. Built in rechargeable backup battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
17. Built in rechargeable backup battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
18. Built in rechargeable backup battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
19. Built in rechargeable backup battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
20. Friendly SMS operation commands & SMS contents in different languages (English, Chinese, Arabic, Portuguese, Spanish).

Model: TK108A
GPS Car Alarm with GPRS in connection & CAN-BUS
| | | | |
2. Anti-theft by SMS or car’s original remote controller;
3. Lock/unlock the car door remotely by telephone;
4. Automatic car window closer when arming;
5. Check the real physical address(such as city name, street name);
6. Check the location directly by the Google-map’s URL;
7. Track by SMS or by tracking platform via internet;
8. voice monitoring function;
9. Vibration alarm, door open alarm, engine on alarm & power failure alarm;
10. SOS button to call for help in case of emergency;
11. Built-in rechargeable backup battery; when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
12. Built in rechargeable backup battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
13. Built in rechargeable backup battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
14. Built in rechargeable backup battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
15. Built in rechargeable backup battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
16. Built in rechargeable backup battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
17. Built in rechargeable backup battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
18. Built in rechargeable backup battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
19. Built in rechargeable backup battery, when the car battery is cut off or low enough, the system will send out power failure alert immediately.
20. Friendly SMS operation commands & SMS contents in different languages (English, Chinese, Arabic, Portuguese, Spanish).
GPS Vehicle Tracker

Model: TK310

GSM Frequencies:
(Quad-band)
850/900/1800/1900Mhz

GSM Frequencies:
(Two-band)
850/900Mhz

Supported Center:
Yes
(Quad-band)

GPS Car Alarm & Tracking System

Model: TK310

GSM Frequencies:
(Quad-band)
850/900/1800/1900Mhz

GSM Frequencies:
(Two-band)
850/900Mhz

Supported Center:
Yes
(Quad-band)

LED unit: 1

SOS button: 1

Packing:
Neutral color or white box

Unit weight: 1.15Kg

Dimensions: 22*16.5*5.5cm

20 units/Carton

Packing:
Neutral color or white box

Unit weight: 1.15Kg

Dimensions: 22*16.5*5.5cm

20 units/Carton

Packing:
Neutral color or white box

Unit weight: 1.15Kg

Dimensions: 22*16.5*5.5cm

20 units/Carton

Packing:
Neutral color or white box

Unit weight: 1.15Kg

Dimensions: 22*16.5*5.5cm

20 units/Carton